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Apollo Video Technology Continues Strong Supplier Delivery Performance, Industry Momentum
Apollo Video Celebrates five years as a New Flyer preferred supplier
Bothell, Wash – May 27, 2015 – Apollo Video Technology (Apollo Video) has been honored for the fourth
consecutive year by New Flyer Industries ULC (New Flyer) with a “gold” delivery performance rating. As
Apollo Video approaches nearly 25,000 installations of its flagship RoadRunner™ digital video recording
system in more than 375 transit agencies worldwide, accomplishments such as this support the company’s
mission of nurturing quality partnerships.
The 2014 Delivery Performance Award recognizes suppliers that have provided New Flyer with more than 50
deliveries over a 12-month period with an on-time performance at the New Flyer established standard of
three days early and one day late to dock date. Apollo Video’s “gold” rating is representative of its 99
percent on-time delivery. Apollo Video has been recognized by New Flyer every year since 2010.
“Being a part of this elite group of suppliers and supporting a valued partner, New Flyer, is a tremendous
honor,” said Rodell Notbohm, CEO of Apollo Video Technology. “For us, it’s not just about delivery; this
award confirms that our business philosophy continues to work. As we achieve extraordinary levels of
growth and become a leading technology player in the industry, it’s paramount that our collaborative
process, commitment and respect for our partners and mutual transit customers remain constant.”
Apollo Video provides New Flyer with the mobile video surveillance systems for its line of transit buses.
Through partnerships with suppliers such as Apollo Video, New Flyer has eliminated its warehouses in recent
years and now delivers incoming parts direct to the point-of-use on the production line. Apollo Video’s
performance has helped New Flyer maintain its in-station parts availability of greater than 99 percent for all
three production locations – Winnipeg, Manitoba, St. Cloud, Minn. and Crookston, Minn. are all ISO 9001,
ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 certified.
Follow Apollo Video Technology on Twitter @ApolloVideo.
About Apollo Video Technology
Apollo Video Technology is a leading manufacturer of video surveillance, fleet and information management
solutions for public transit, rail, school transportation, law enforcement, military, commercial
transportation, fire and EMS applications. With public and private-sector installations throughout North
America and worldwide, the RoadRunner™ mobile video and audio recording system provides exceptional
video quality with management software optimized for wireless downloading and live video streaming.
Renowned for its reliability, durability and ease of use, Apollo Video solutions improve accessibility of data
and deliver streamlined, fleet-wide management of video surveillance and on-board equipment to reduce
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liability, mitigate risk, improve efficiency and reduce maintenance and operating costs. Apollo Video is
unique in the industry with software interoperability and compatibility across multiple generations of
hardware.
In 2013, Apollo Video was named the No. 1 supplier of transit bus mobile video surveillance equipment in
the World1 and continues to be the No. 1 supplier in the Americas, since 2010 - an achievement that further
supports the company's commitment to offer its customers superior, compatible solutions throughout the
lifetime of their fleet.
Since its release in 2004, Apollo Video has supplied the RoadRunner™ system to over 375 agencies
worldwide, representing over 21,000 total implementations.
###
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2013 and 2011 editions of IHS World Market Report for Mobile Video Surveillance Equipment
(www.ihs.com)
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